Abstract—The Agile Software Development is an iterative framework for development and delivery of software. Agile is based on ideas of using small teams in increments; delivering quality software. Compared to traditional linear and sequential methods, the testing strategy in agile is quite different. The concept of testing at the end of development phase is no longer applicable in agile. The pace of testing is much slower than that of development. So in this paper main focus of interest would be techniques and approaches for making the testing agile. The concepts of pair programming and ping pong approach; the types of extreme programming; are merged to find a solution for agile testing. The key challenge could be lack of documentation, but a cohesive team approach would result in greater understanding of the system.

Index Terms—Extreme programming (XP), SDLC, pair programming, ping pong approach, code reviews, tested code.

I. INTRODUCTION

Agile Software Development provides a new and enhanced approach for fast delivery of softwares; acquired within the given time and budget. In comparison with old traditional sequential development methods, agile methodology aimed at providing efficient and quality improved results while being predictive and light weighted. Agile methods aims at overcoming the difficulties arising due to changing customer requirements thereby giving rise to some testing and implementation challenges as well.

Today Agile software development method is being used by most of the organizations, as it provides increased project flexibility and productivity. We can say that in agile a project can start with any activity, and can change between activities at any time. Parallel work is done in agile which helps in fastest delivery of modules. [1]

II. AGILE TESTING

Agile Testing is quite different from traditional testing methods of sequential processes. Requirements and documentations are not necessary for test processes in agile. Testers are allowed to join the developers and users in their initial plan meetings. During the meeting tester himself notes down the requirements and then matches the developed codes to those requirements.[2]

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Developing software within required time and budget is not the total work done; if that software is full of defects it is of no use to the customers. Now a days customer have increased demands of a bug free quality software. The software market is mature enough and user wants a complete quality based product.

Requirements can keep on changing during the software development life cycle and with the change in requirements bugs can be introduced at any stage of SDLC.[3] For locating and fixing bugs two different exceptions are described below

A. Bugs Found Within an Iteration

Whenever a bug is found in iteration under process, it is tracked using the following process

B. Bugs Found After an Iteration

Whenever a bug is found on completion of an iteration, it is tracked using the process shown in figure2.

Marick has suggested a new model for Test Development .In addition to documentation; testers use other sources of information while designing tests. Information taken could be from running test cases. The tester is responsible for taking manageable action in response to changed documents or changed codes.[4]

Two imperatives affecting agile testing suggested by Brian Marick are...
1) The working software will always be different from the user requirements.
2) Agile methodology focuses on developing working software in quick time based on meetings with users on regular basis. But the requirements gathered in these meetings should be notified to the tester as well. Otherwise some changes may go unnoticed and thereby can create bugs in the module.

IV. EXTREME PROGRAMMING

Extreme programming (XP) is a well known agile practice. XP tends to manage project tasks, project manuals and documentation to reduce cost and support changing requirements.[5] XP is based on an iterative and incremental approach normally executed in small cycles. Xp brings whole team together thereby increasing productivity and creating a cohesive working environment. Idea behind team clustering is to get enough feedbacks, so that team can highlight their weak points and tune them accordingly. This is why XP is normally said to be a people oriented process rather than process oriented [6].

Xp has its various dialects. Here focus of interest would be

1) Pair programming
2) Ping Pong Programming

A. Pair Programming

Pair programming is a concept used within XP. In pair programming, two people work in collaboration on the same algorithm, code or designing task. The two involved participants sit at one working computer side by side. One of the people is responsible for writing the code or designing the algorithm while the other person sits beside him and keep reviewing the coding. The first person who is coder is generally known as "Programmer” while the other one who reviews the code is known as “navigator” or “observer”. This practice improves the software development process. [7]

1) Code reviews

In Code Reviews, Reviewers sit down by taking a dedicated time out to review someone’s code, everyone of these reviewers have some comments related to the code but not all of them will work on that code on daily bases. Everyone seems to be engaged and involved in discussion at that time but once review meeting is done not all of them will actually be a part of coding process, which eliminate the effective feedback loop.

2) How code reviews are related to pair programming

Code reviews are done to analyze the quality of code whereas pair programming is designed to produce a reviewed code.

In pair programming, Driver and Navigator are continuously writing and reviewing the code thus increasing feedback loop effectiveness, which eliminates the code review overhead in later stages.

Introducing pair programming and its variants in agile software development and testing increases the code qualities which ultimately decrease the chances of code review meetings in later testing phase.[8]

B. Ping Pong Programming

Both members of the pair write code. One of them writes a test code and the other writes the actual code(product code).

For example A writes a test code for product code which is written by B. A aims to produce a failing test code whereas B aims to pass that test code.
Keeping in mind the facts that
1) There is always a room for improvement.
2) There are multiple ways to perform a certain task.

While considering first part of the fact, that there is always a room for improvements; any code which is not according to the coding standards will be difficult to handle when it comes to changing customer requirements or changing project functionalities. Any code which is according to coding standards and has no fat code is efficient but efficiently written and developed code does not actually means it is tested.

If second fact is applied in programming, each task can be implemented in more than one way and some of them are likely to be more efficient. No matter which alternative is adopted a tested code will pass test case but an efficient code will pass test cases more efficiently.

2) Analysis and findings

So far we have differentiated between tested and reviewed code. So to summarize we can conclude that tested code is that which passes possible test cases and reviewed code is such code which is according to the coding standards. Coding standards can be of organization or project wide which means that each coding standards can be defined in a project and all codes are reviewed by keeping in mind these standards.

As reviewed code is delivered after the review meetings in static testing (dry run) and tested code is delivered after executing complete dynamic testing phase. In Agile development and Testing, reviewed code is obtained in pair programming and tested code comes out from ping pong programming.. As in Agile environment there are very tight deadlines and there is not much time for complete separate review meetings and dynamic testing so pair programming and ping pong approaches are used separately. Both of these approaches are not applicable on the same code, as it requires more time and waste of resources.

C. Proposed Solution

Actual solution exists in introducing these approaches in merged fashion i.e. combining both of Pair Programming and ping pong in one development cycle. This can produce the tested code as well as reviewed code.

V. MERGED APPROACH

Unlike pair and Ping-Pong approach this merged approach requires three participants. Two of the participants are engaged in original Pair Programming and one remaining participant will be performing a task of ping pong which is of writing a test code.

Now three participants (Driver, Navigator and test coder) will work in a single team. Navigator reviews the overall code and keeps module wide eye on the driver’s code. Test Coder will actually code the test code which will be used to test driver’s code.

Effectiveness of feedback loop is increased as tester reviewer and coder are engaged in a single team working on a same single task. Exchange of ideas occurs during this activity. All inputs and outputs are discussed with Test Coder.

In this merged approach Navigator’s task is a bit more than that of in traditional Pair programming. Here Navigator also keeps in touch with the Test Coder and updates him with the possible test cases for which test coder will write the code.

Navigator works with both Test Coder and Driver discussing all possible scenarios and approaches, guiding the driver to produce efficient code also helping Test coder in producing a good test code with possible test cases.

A. Analysis

Engaging three participants in a team for close coupled development will produce a better result but with more people management efforts are required, more resources in terms of finance are required as there are three participants introduced for the task of two or one. Overall Development budget is increased but this will save the testing budget. When we talk about more than one person in a working environment it is impossible to deny the fact that people socialize more when they are in a group, so this can be an issue if the team members start socializing more and are drifted away from the actual goal.

B. Implementation of Merged Approach

To achieve this goal both of these approaches were merged and placed for testing. At the initial session total seven participants were called to take part.

RMCS (Remote monitoring and Control system) is a gsm (sms) based remote monitoring device having multiple sensors on it to gather data and send it back to its main server. RMCS has following on board sensors and toggling relays

1) Three temperature sensors termed as t1,t2 and t3
2) Three voltage meters as v1,v2 and v3
3) Three relays for remote toggling devices and switching as r1,r2 and r3
4) Nine Indicators for alarm situations as i1,i2……..i9

In total there are 18 attribute which are sent to server by RMCS after every hour via sms. String which is received by server is of the following form

CMI+:"REC UNREAD","923001234567","RMCS KIT 1","12:12:12 23:00" 
23:00,r1=0,r2=0,r3=0,v1=10,v2=20,v3=30,3,t1=100,t2=0,t3=40,i1=0,i2=0,i3=0,i4=0,i5=0,i6=0,i7=0,i8=0,i9=1"

Indicators and relays are both Boolean entities so they can have 0(off) and 1(true) as values.

Temperatures and voltages will have floating values.
1) Task
Develop a method which will return an array (String or Object array) having all of these values separated and parsed. This can be stored into database.

2) Constraints applied
1) If any of the attribute’s value is null, empty or missing then default value of that attribute should be assigned to that value. (Default values for Boolean attribute 0 and 0.00 for other attributes)
2) If any of the attribute is unreadable then after reading all attributes it should be predicted which attribute is unreadable and it should be reconstructed by assigning default value.
3) End result should be off total 18 attributes

3) Coding guidelines for reviewer.
1) Each variable name should be meaningful
2) Indentation should not be more than two spaces
3) Comment the code where necessary
4) Keep the logic clean

C. Analysis and Findings
Assigned time to complete this task was about three hours but pair programming team managed to complete this task before the assigned time limit reached. As it was studied pair programming not only produces a reviewed code but also it increases the coder’s efficiency of coding and finding a fast solution of the problem. After the pair programming TEAM C (Merged approach) completed the task and in the last TEAM B (Ping-pong) finished. However finishing task also depends on the developer’s experience and knowledge of development tool. In this case Visual C#.net was used as development tool.

Code quality produced by Pair Programming and Merged approach was significantly higher than that of Ping-Pong but merged approach was also produced a testing code. Actual code produced by Merged approach passed the test code developed by ping pong but actual code produced in Ping-pong was not able to fully pass the test code produced by Merged approach. Both test codes developed in Merged approach and Ping-pong failed on pair programming’s actual code.

1) Success rate estimation
Success rate is calculated on the basis of five factors as shown in TABLE I. Following are the five factors.
1) Members: fewer members in team means less resource cost. If a task is completed by fewer resources then it is cost effective. (Two members=maximum cost effectiveness, Three members=25% reduced cost effectiveness, Four members=50% reduced cost effectiveness).
2) Finish Time: less time to finish the task is time effectiveness. Less time means high time effectiveness rate.
3) Code Quality: Quality of code measured by good, average and below average. (Good=Maximum, Average=25% less than maximum and below Average=50% less than max).
4) Test Code Development: if test code is also developed along with the development of actual code than it has maximum test code development rate.
5) Test Passed: if the actual code developed in all of the three approaches passes maximum tests will have 100% test passed factor. (0 tests passed=0%, 1 test code passed=50% and 2 test codes passed = 100%)

Total success rate is to be 100% and each factor has equal weigage ie (100%/5 = 20%). So maximum for any factor is 20%. To calculate the success rates we have added all of the factors.

2) Success rate chart of all approaches
This chart is produced with reference to the actual findings chart.

TABLE II: SUCCESS RATE W. R. T ACTUAL FINDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Members</th>
<th>Finish Time</th>
<th>Code Quality</th>
<th>Test Code Development</th>
<th>Test Passed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEAM A</td>
<td>Pair Programming</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>2 and half hours</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>No test code developed</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM B</td>
<td>Ping-Pong</td>
<td>Two</td>
<td>More than 3 hours</td>
<td>Below average</td>
<td>Yes, One test code developed</td>
<td>Passed its own test code only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAM C</td>
<td>Merged Approach</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>More than 1 hours less than Ping-Pong</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Yes, One test code developed</td>
<td>Yes, Passed both test codes with maximum pass results</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: SUCCESS RATE ESTIMATION

It is clear from the analysis of Table III that pair programming has a maximum factor values in code quality, finish time and number of team Members but Ping-Pong take

VI. CONCLUSION
If we take out the Tests Passed factor than the success rating would be as shown in Table III.
an edge in tested code factor which is minimum for pair programming. Merged approach takes lead because it combines both pair programming and ping pong.

Hence to achieve maximum success rate it would be preferred to go for merged approach as it produces maximum results. Even if we increase the team members cost for three members to 50% we can still achieve 65% of overall success rate, which is 5% more than Pair Programming and equal to ping-pong but with one addition benefit of having good code quality.

VII. FUTURE WORK

In this complete research work we have limited and kept constant some factors related to team member’s experiences and work knowledge. We have engaged all those professional who have been in the software development for not more than 2 years. More success rate can be achieved by acquiring a team which has better communication, more trained and experienced members. Developers with different experience and age can be combined in a team to analyze the overall success rate. Combining different level of experts for a single team can be cost effective as well as will achieve more success rate. If we introduced more experts and relatively low expert people in merged approach that can also effect the overall success rate because it can improve cost factor, believing on the fact that person with high expertise will demand for high salary and a person with less experience will charge relatively less.
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